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On Friday, we have another wonderful submitted episode! John

Mullen interviews three Russian professors about how to use oral

history as a pedagogical tool in the language classroom.  If you have

ever considered asking students to conduct interviews with native

speakers as part of your curriculum, I think this episode will answer

a lot of questions for you. The faculty members interviewed

describe not only what oral history is and why we should do it, but

also get into the nitty gritty details of logistics, of language use, and

of preparing students for the experience.   

 

If listening to this episode inspires you to interview a talented

teacher you know and submit your interview to the podcast, you

can reach out to Stacey at weteachlang.com/contact.
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Today's response is written by Arianne Dowd (@dowd124 on Twitter).  Arianne teaches Spanish in

New Jersey and blogs at Discovering CI.  She has collaborated with Kara on many units. 
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RESPONSE TO EPISODE 75: COMPREHENSIFYING AND EXTENDING AUTHENTIC

RESOURCES WITH KARA JACOBS 

You can find links to all the resources Kara mentioned in the episode show notes. We

would love to hear your reactions to this episode in the comments section! Find show

notes and comments on our website weteachlang.com!

     Kara Jacob’s interview with Maris Hawkins is the perfect interview to listen to if you are a.) 

nervous about straying from your textbook, or b.)  beginning your journey using authentic

resources (#authres). During the interview Kara shared a multitude of resources and

suggestions for teachers from levels 1-AP.  One of the many treasures you can find on her blog

are her music video units.  Kara shared her success with music videos and film as she “extends

and comprehensifies” these #authres through storytelling.   This reminded me of what Martina

Bex  expressed at #NTPRS18, the invaluable power of stories.  She said, "When you hear facts

and figures, two parts of your brain activate.  When you hear a story, seven parts of your brain

are activated.  We are wired for stories.  They bring our brains to life.  The more compelling the

story is, the more our brains are activated."  So why not use stories in our classes that are full of

cultural and linguistic diversity?!  

      Kara’s blog www.ceauthres.com has a wealth of storytelling units to help your students on

their path to proficiency in your classroom.  I love how she mentioned that using #authres is a

great way to differentiate for your students!  For example, if your create a comprehensible

version of the narration in a commercial or a short film, some students will be able to

understand the entire video while others will only comprehend the chunks you targeted within

you comprehensible text.  However everyone will walk away with language that is meaningful

for them on their path to proficiency.  I have even noticed this to occur with non #authres such

as www.senorwooly.com.  Students will connect to chunks of language that carry meaning to

their personal lives in order to create with language.  Senorwooly.com is another resource Kara

uses and she recommends it as a great way to transition from the textbook in order to begin

using compelling comprehensible input with your students that will focus on what they CAN

DO! 

       During my own personal journal moving away from the textbook, the comprehension-

based readers of Fluency Matters gave me the support and confidence I needed for the

daunting task.  Kara said that novels are one of the many ways she provides comprehensible

stories to her class.  She also uses units from all of the Carrie Toth, Martina Bex and Kristy

Placido that are full of comprehensible and compelling content.   

Resource Corner
Kara wrote a summary of resources to use on her most recent blog post. 

Kara has also shared her curriculum for her culture and civilization course

mentioned on the podcast.

In addition, you can find her outline for what she teaches in level 1.

She also posted her curriculum for levels 2 and 3.

Her blog also includes many technology ideas.  You can see how she uses Flipgrid in

this post. 

https://discoveringci.wordpress.com/
https://weteachlang.com/2018/10/19/ep-75-with-kara-jacobs
https://weteachlang.com/2018/10/19/ep-75-with-kara-jacobs
http://www.ceauthres.com/2018/10/we-teach-languages-podcast-and-resource.html
http://www.ceauthres.com/2018/05/all-25-my-cultura-y-civilizacion-units.html
http://www.ceauthres.com/2018/05/units-and-resources-for-spanish-1.html
http://www.ceauthres.com/2018/05/what-i-teach-in-spanish-2-and-spanish-3.html
http://www.ceauthres.com/2018/01/flipgrid-for-reactions-and-reflections.html
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Reactions to past episodes:

Updates from Past Contributors

 Paul Sandrock (episode 23) lead a workshop at WAFLT on can-do statements. 

Kara Parker (episode 41) was the keynote speaker at FLANC discussing how to

connect with professional friends. C
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At MaFLA, Kara Jacobs (episode 75), Tim Eagan (episode 47), Manuela Wagner

(episode 27), Carolyn Siegel and Rachel Frenkil (episode 72). Laura Terrill (episode 37),

Pat DiPillo (episode 64) and Ying Jin (episode 70) will all have workshops or sessions! 

Many of our past contributors have been presenting this fall!  

https://twitter.com/profnoury
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1qOEzdxwfyOd49wmy4to9HX8WJS6vXBzm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5Gssv1jL8g&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR295v3eksBfH4m26RvsncYDZlDqwVgT6ss1-AtyCu-TzQBFopR87eMDkfI
https://twitter.com/janina_hanson
https://twitter.com/profnoury
https://twitter.com/tmsaue1
http://mafla.org/mafla-events/conference/
https://twitter.com/MmeCarbonneau
https://twitter.com/CI_LanguageLab
https://weteachlang.com/2018/10/19/ep-75-with-kara-jacobs/
https://twitter.com/madamednmichael
https://twitter.com/CristinaZimmer4/status/1053457795784282112
https://twitter.com/BullisSchool
https://twitter.com/momhablaespanol/status/1054945416662331392

